MEMORANDUM

TO: ALL HOLDERS OF STANDARD PLANS
FROM: ESAYAS BUTTA (ACTING) ON BEHALF OF MANJARI BHAT, TRAFFIC CONTROL, STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATION SERVICES ENGINEER
DATE: SEPTEMBER 30, 2020 (STANDARD PLAN REVISIONS STATE MAY 01, 2020)

With this memorandum, the Traffic & Safety Engineering Branch is issuing the S-613-01 standard plan set. Following are the major changes on the sheets:

- Sheet 1/6
  Alternative lighting options have been moved to Standard S-613-02

- Sheet 2/6
  20-foot or shorter poles moved to S-613-02

- Sheet 3/6
  Foundation schedule has been updated by CDOT Staff Bridge
  Raised foundations or foundations in hardscape have been moved to S-613-02

- Sheet 4/6
  Pull box sizes updated to Type 2 minimum with a reference to CDOT S-613-02 for additional sizes
  PVC coated GRC elbows required for all trenched sweeps

- Sheet 5/6
  The lighting control center and meter have been separated

- Sheet 6/6
  No update

The designer should be sure that there are no other plan requirements or special provisions that conflict with these standards.

To obtain or print copies of this standard please check Traffic & Safety Engineering Services web site: https://www.codot.gov/safety/traffic-safety/standard-and-specifications/s-standards